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Effect of a task’s postural demands
on medial longitudinal arch deformation and activation
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Purpose: It is not well established how motion and muscle activation of the medial longitudinal arch (MLA) of the foot vary under
different loading conditions. Intrinsic and extrinsic foot muscles may play a role in postural control, which may be investigated by comparing loading tasks with differing postural demands. The objective of this study was to investigate the interaction of MLA flexibility
and loading task on muscle activation. Methods: Twenty healthy adults completed two instrumented single-foot loading tasks: controlled
external load of 50% body weight while sitting and bilateral standing. Fine-wire intramuscular and surface electromyography collected
flexor hallucis brevis, abductor hallucis, tibialis posterior, flexor hallucis longus, tibialis anterior, and peroneus longus activation. MLA
deformation was measured as a percent change in navicular height with loading. Results: During seated external loading, greater MLA
deformation was associated with greater muscle activation for all instrumented muscles (R2 = 0.224–0.303, p < 0.05) except for tibialis
anterior. During bilateral stance, there were no correlations between MLA deformation and muscle activation. Activation of all extrinsic
muscles except for tibialis anterior were greater during bilateral standing than during external loading ( p = 0.002–0.013), indicating
activation of these muscles was caused by postural demands of the standing task, not simply load. Conclusions: MLA deformation and
muscle activation are strongly task-dependent.
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List of abbreviations
ABDH –
ANOVA –
BW
–
EMG
–
FHB
–
FHL
–
GRF
–
NH
–
PL
–
RAD
–
RMS
–
SENIAM –

abductor hallucis,
analysis of variance,
body weight,
electromyography,
flexor hallucis brevis,
flexor hallucis longus,
ground reaction force,
navicular height,
peroneus longus,
relative arch deformation,
root mean square,
Surface Electromyography for the Non-Invasive Assessment of Muscles,

TA – tibialis anterior,
TP – tibialis posterior

1. Introduction
The medial longitudinal arch (MLA) in the human
foot is an elastic structure that has evolved such that
passive and contractile connective tissues allow for
energy storage and return during bilateral locomotion
[11]. According to McKeon’s definition [17], control
of the MLA comes from a passive subsystem of bone
articulations, ligaments, and the plantar aponeurosis,
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from a neural subsystem of sensory receptors, and an
active subsystem of intrinsic and extrinsic foot muscles. The passive structures act as the MLA’s first line
of defense against deformation, with activation of
muscles occurring later, as seen during an incremental
loading test [1]. It was presumed that the intrinsic
muscles function as “local stabilizers” of the MLA
and the extrinsic muscles as “primary movers” of the
foot and ankle controlling motion of these segments
and contributing only indirectly to MLA stabilization
[17]. Most subgrouping of foot type focuses on absolute MLA height (high versus low arches), but MLA
flexibility (rigid versus flexible) has been shown to be
an important anatomical distinction and is related to
functional differences [24].
Support for the description of intrinsic muscles as
local stabilizers comes at least in part from studies of
intrinsic muscles in isolation. The roles of the abductor
hallucis (ABDH) and the flexor hallucis brevis (FHB)
at the MLA have been studied because of their lines of
action and relative size and strength [12], [13]. Selectively activating intrinsic foot muscles through stimulation directly affect navicular height and therefore
MLA deformation [9]. Inhibiting ABDH using a nerve
block also influences MLA deformation, but to a smaller
degree [5]. FHB size has also been correlated with
MLA flexibility in older adults [6]. Extrinsic foot muscles, in contrast, have been primarily investigated in the
context of postural demands. Peroneus longus (PL) and
tibialis anterior (TA) activations have been correlated
with balance control during tandem stance [21], and
activity of flexor digitorum longus, PL, and TA increases when wearing unstable shoes [14].
That being said, this distinction may be not so
clear. Evidence shows that extrinsic muscles are also
able to contribute to MLA stabilization. In cadaveric
studies, the tibialis posterior (TP), the largest extrinsic
foot muscle besides the triceps surae, and the PL have
been shown to provide essential MLA support during
lower limb loading [22]. In patient populations, altered TP activity during gait is related to a reduced
ability to support the MLA [8], [19]. The flexor hallucis longus (FHL), TP, PL, TA, and intrinsic muscles
are activated during high external loading of the lower
leg [1], [9], [11]. An investigation of intrinsic and
extrinsic muscle activations within-subjects in loading
conditions of equivalent magnitudes but different
postural demands is called for in order to more fully
understand contributions of these muscles to postural
control and MLA support.
Much of the research regarding the function of the
MLA is conducted without much comment on variation
in foot structure or MLA flexibility. It is known, how-

ever, that wide variation of MLA height and flexibility in healthy persons [4], [23] affects kinematic
and/or electromyographic differences within pain-free
and disease-free populations [8], [16], [18]. In comparing normal-arched feet to low-arched or flat-feet,
different movement patterns [16] as well as electromyographic patterns of extrinsic foot muscles [8], [18]
are present during gait. Associations between absolute
MLA height (high versus low arches) and MLA flexibility (rigid versus flexible), however, are unclear.
Some studies have linked the two, but only when using certain MLA measures [4]. MLA flexibility,
measured by a change in MLA height between two
different loading conditions, may be a measure more
related to responses to loading as it is expected that
muscle activation patterns will react differently in
these different MLA types.
It is not well established whether the kinematics
and muscle activation of the foot’s MLA vary under
different loading conditions. Further, it is unclear how
the degree of MLA flexibility relates to muscle activation. To investigate the roles of extrinsic and intrinsic foot muscles in MLA support, we proposed two
well-controlled loading tasks with equivalent loading
magnitude – external loading of 50% body weight
(BW) and bilateral stance. The purpose of this study
was to investigate the interaction of MLA flexibility
and loading condition on extrinsic and intrinsic foot
muscles, specifically in the wide range of MLA flexibilities within a population of asymptomatic arches.
Based on the paradigm proposed by McKeon et al.
[17], it was hypothesized that intrinsic foot muscles
would activate during seated external loading to stabilize the MLA and that the magnitude of activation
would be positively correlated with MLA deformation. It was also hypothesized that the extrinsic foot
muscles would activate during bilateral stance due to
the added demand of postural control but their activity
would not be correlated with MLA deformation during seated external loading.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Participants
Twenty young adults (7 Males, 13 Females; Age:
27.5 ± 5.6 yrs; Weight: 68.3 ± 15 kg; BMI: 23.3
± 3.0 kg/m2) free from pain and lower extremity injury for the past six months volunteered for the study
according to guidelines by the Institutional Review
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Board. The supporting foot was defined as contralateral to the preferred kicking foot.

2.2. Instrumentation
Paired fine-wire intramuscular electrodes (50 μm
nickel-chromium alloy wires with nylon insulation
with the distal 2 mm stripped of insulation and bent
into a hook loaded into 25 gauge 1.5 inch hypodermic
needles and sterilized) were inserted into the ABDH,
FHB, FHL, and TP muscles. Insertion techniques were
adapted from Perotto et al. [20] and Kelly et al. [9].
Electrode placement was planned with ultrasonography (Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc., Malvern,
PA) and confirmed using mild electrical stimulation
and manual muscle testing. The subjects were asked to
produce maximum voluntary contractions at least twice
for each manual muscle test [10], including dorsiflexion, inversion, and eversion of the ankle, flexion of
metatarsophalangeal joints, and abduction of the first
digit against resistance provided by the same researcher.
The researcher confirmed that the tests were appropriately executed by palpation of the stimulated muscletendon unit. Surface electromyography (EMG) was collected from PL and TA. Bipolar silver/silver chloride
electrodes with an interelectrode distance of 22 mm
were placed over the muscles according to guidelines
adapted from SENIAM [7]. EMG data were collected
using a wireless Noraxon system (Scottsdale, AZ) sampled at 3000 Hz. All the electrodes were inserted and/or
placed only on the supporting foot and lower leg.
Three-dimensional kinematic data were obtained
at 60 Hz using an 11-camera Qualisys Oqus System
(Gothenburg, Sweden). Retroreflective markers were
placed over the following anatomical landmarks: 1st
and 5th metatarsal heads, medial and lateral malleoli,
calcaneus, navicular tuberosity, medial and lateral
knee joint and greater trochanter. Ground reaction
force (GRF) data were collected with a force plate
(Advanced Medical Technology Inc., Watertown, MA)
sampled at 1500 Hz. Kinematic, kinetic, and EMG
data were synchronized using a common trigger in
Qualisys software.

2.3. Procedures
Participants completed two loading tasks (Fig. 1).
For the first task – controlled external loading of the
lower leg – participants were seated with the instrumented foot placed flat on a force plate and the ankle
and knee joint angles visually set to right angles. In-
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cremental loads were applied to the distal aspect of
the thigh up to 50% of BW using a custom-built rig
similar to that used in previous studies [1], [9]. The
vertical GRF under the instrumented foot was monitored in real time to quantify the amount of external
loading. The participants were asked to remain still,
refrain from any voluntary elevation of the knee or
foot, hold arms across chest, and sit up straight during
the external loading. For the second task – quiet bilateral
standing – participants maintained an equally balanced bilateral standing position for five seconds with
the instrumented foot on a force plate. External loading was performed once, while three trials of bilateral
stance were performed and averaged. There was no
significant difference between loading magnitude in
these two tasks within-subjects ( p = 0.190). There
was a significant difference in the location of the acting force vector on the foot between conditions with
the external loading condition acting an average of
33% of foot length in front of the heel and the bilateral stance load acting an average 45% of foot length
in front of the heel ( p < 0.001). Though this difference was significant, it was of relatively small magnitude (accounting for only 12% foot length difference) and both acted in the midfoot region.

Fig. 1. Two loading conditions: experimental procedures:
external loading (left) and bilateral stance (right)

2.4. Data processing
Surface EMG was bandpass filtered between 30 Hz
and 500 Hz and fine-wire EMG between 30 Hz and
1000 Hz. Root mean square (RMS) signal amplitude
was calculated over a three-second epoch and normalized to the maximum amplitude recorded during
the series of manual muscle tests. Kinematic and kinetic data were low-pass filtered using a fourth-order
Butterworth filter with a 6 Hz low-pass cut-off. The
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Table 1. Arch deformation (% change in navicular height (NH) compared to seated non-weight-bearing)
and muscle activation levels (%MVC) during seated external loading of 50% body weight (BW) and bipedal stance.
Mean (SD). MVC – maximum voluntary contraction; TP – tibialis posterior; FHL – flexor hallucis longus;
FHB – flexor hallucis brevis; ABDH – abductor hallucis; TA – tibialis anterior; PL – peroneus longus

50% BW Loading
Bilateral stance
Effect size of tasks

N

% change NH

20
20

–8.1* (5.3)
–12.8* (9.1)
0.227

Muscle activation level (%MVC)
TP

FHL

FHB

ABDH

TA

PL

3.3* (3.4)
8.7* (8.1)
0.312

1.7* (1.8)
5.0* (4.3)
0.446

3.5 (5.8)
7.5 (9.3)
0.181

4.2 (7.6)
10.6 (13.0)
0.158

2.0 (2.1)
2.6 (1.3)
0.205

2.8* (2.3)
6.3* (5.2)
0.409

p < 0.05: significant difference between external load and bilateral stance.

ankle joint angle was defined as the orientation of the
foot relative to the shank, and the knee joint angle was
defined as the orientation of the shank relative to the
thigh. Ankle and knee joint angles were just used for
confirming the foot remained steady. MLA deformation was calculated as a percent change in navicular
height (NH) between seated rest and seated external
loading of 50% BW, or between sitting and bilateral
standing, similarly to methods used in previous studies [9], [23]. Given both the hindfoot and forefoot
remained in contact with the floor in all conditions,
the analysis of NH in a single plane reflects deformation of the MLA.

2.5. Data analysis
There were no differences between MLA deformation between male and female participants so data were
pooled for further analyses (t(18) = 1.4, p = 0.188).
Associations between MLA deformation and muscle
activation during 50% BW external loading and during bilateral stance were tested using data from all
twenty participants. A one-way ANOVA was used to
determine the effect of loading task on muscle activation levels and MLA deformation, and a Tukey’s posthoc test was used for multiple comparisons. Significance levels were set at α = 0.05. Effect size (ES) is
presented for pairwise comparisons and partial η2 is
presented for ANOVA results. Analysis was done
using PASW Statistics 18 (SPSS, Hong Kong).

3. Results
3.1. MLA deformation
MLA deformation ranged from a 0.7% to 20.6%
decrease in NH during external loading of 50% BW

and from 1.4% to 29.8% during bilateral stance (Table 1).
There was a significant main effect of task on percent
change in NH ( p = 0.039, η2 = 0.227). Confirming
this, within-subjects there was no statistical association between MLA deformation during seated external loading and during bilateral stance (R = –0.286,
p = 0.221), indicating that a flexible MLA in external
loading did not necessarily also deform more during
bilateral stance. In fact, opposite to what was expected, some MLAs defined as more rigid during
seated loading deformed more during bilateral standing. Some MLAs defined as more flexible during
seated loading, deformed less during bilateral standing. This counter-intuitive relationship is exhibited by
the negative correlation coefficient in the Pearson
correlation test.

3.2. Relationship
between MLA deformation
and muscle activation
During controlled external loading at 50% BW,
greater MLA deformation was significantly associated
with greater muscle activation level for TP (R2 = 0.240,
p = 0.028), FHL (R2 = 0.224, p = 0.035), FHB (R2 =
0.303, p = 0.012), ABDH (R2 = 0.287, p = 0.015), and
PL (R2 = 0.234, p = 0.031) (Fig. 2). Activation level
of FHB was the most correlated with an R2 value of
0.303. During bilateral stance, no muscle activation
levels were significantly correlated with percent change
in NH (R2 = 0.023–0.107, all p > 0.05).

3.3. Comparison of muscle
activation levels between tasks
There were significant effects of task on muscle
activation levels. All muscle activation levels trended
higher during bilateral stance, but this only reached
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Fig. 2. Muscle activation during external loading: Correlation between muscle activation level (% MVIC)
and medial longitudinal arch deformation (% change in navicular height) during external loading of 50% body weight.
Lines of best fit are shown when p < 0.05. TP – tibialis posterior, FHL – flexor hallucis longus, FHB – flexor hallucis brevis,
ABDH – abductor hallucis, TA – tibialis anterior, PL – peroneus longus.

significance in TP (p = 0.013, ES = 0.312), FHL ( p =
0.002, ES = 0.446), and PL (p = 0.003, ES = 0.409),
while TA, FHB, and ABDH activations levels between
tasks trended toward significance with small effect
sizes (TA: p = 0.051, ES = 0.205; FHB: p = 0.070, ES
= 0.181; ABDH: p = 0.092, ES = 0.158) (Table 1).

4. Discussion
Muscle activation was significantly correlated with
change in NH during seated external loading. This
was hypothesized for intrinsic muscles, as these muscles lengthen throughout loading and have been called
“local stabilizers” [17]. These data show, however,
that greater decrease in NH during controlled external
loading was associated with increased activity in extrinsic foot muscles as well. In bilateral standing, as
hypothesized, extrinsic muscles (TP, FHL, and PL)
had greater activation compared to seated external
loading, likely due to postural demands of the task.

4.1. MLA deformation
and muscle activation
In external loading at 50% BW, correlations between MLA deformation and muscle activation re-

vealed significant associations for all muscles except
TA. The R2 values were low (0.22–0.30), but this was
expected as all of these muscles and others likely
work synergistically to support the MLA. The exclusion of TA from this group of correlated muscles may
be explained by acknowledging that the TA is a major
muscle for the control of tandem stance balance [21],
and perhaps is not an essential MLA stabilizer in these
tasks, but may help stabilize the MLA in other postural tasks like squatting.
It is clear that the categorization of intrinsic muscles as MLA stabilizers and extrinsic muscles as
primary movers [17] is too simplistic. Such a paradigm is not supported by these data, which show extrinsic muscle activation correlated with increased
MLA deformation in this well-controlled task that
requires no movement. It is possible that these
findings are driven by the most flexible arches in
the cohort, which may lie at the edge of a normal
distribution in the general population. These individuals, however, were healthy, young, asymptomatic, and had no history of lower extremity injury
or pain and, therefore, as far as the researchers and
clinicians involved in this study can speculate, are
still representative of normal foot MLA functioning.
Including individuals with more flexible arches,
potentially exhibiting pronated feet or pathological
navicular drop, would influence the results and interpretation of this study.
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In bilateral stance, TP, FHL, and PL muscle activation levels were significantly greater compared to
activation levels during controlled external loading.
While activation levels of intrinsic foot muscles (FHB
and ABDH) between tasks trended greater and p-values
were close to significant, effect sizes were small.
Therefore, we believe the data show an increased use
of primarily extrinsic muscles (specifically TP, FHL,
and PL) during bilateral standing, as hypothesized due
to the postural demand during standing. This agrees
with previous literature citing control from extrinsic
muscles, specifically flexor digitorum longus, PL, and
TA in unstable shoes [14] and PL and TA in tandem
stance [21] during standing. We did not instrument the
triceps surae, which may also play a role in postural
control in these tasks.

4.2. Task dependency
MLA deformation measured by percent change in
NH from seated rest to external loading of 50% BW
ranged from 0.7% to 20.6%. While there are limitations comparing these numbers to previous studies,
one study found average change in NH to be 12.8%
from 10% BW loading (resting seated) to 90% BW
loading (unipedal standing with support) [23]. Dividing this number in half to estimate the deformation in
50% BW loading (6.4%) compares favorably to the
average deformation in our cohort, which was 8.2%.
There was no association between MLA deformation
during external loading and during bilateral stance,
despite the fact that loading of the limb was close to
50% BW in both conditions. In fact, the weak and
non-significant relationship between MLA deformation in the two tasks had a negative correlation coefficient. This was driven by the fact that some of the
flexible MLAs deformed more during external loading
but resisted deformation more during bilateral stance
compared to the rigid MLAs.
It appears that controlled external loading of 50%
BW is a substantially different task compared to bilateral stance, even though the loading of the lower leg
and foot is of a similar magnitude, based on two important findings. First, extrinsic foot muscles exhibited greater activation during bilateral stance compared to external loading. Next, as mentioned above,
some MLAs that were flexible during external loading
actually resisted deformation more during bilateral
stance than MLAs that behaved rigidly. Based on
these findings, it cannot be said that the external loading task is an appropriate experimental tool to investigate functioning of intrinsic foot musculature. Instead,

it should be emphasized that this controlled external
loading is a useful way to observe the foot in a robotic
sense – a system of muscles activating based on
stretch – but that functional tasks, even such ones as
straightforward as bilateral standing, may elicit additional muscle activity which will affect MLA deformation. This finding of task dependency helps to explain previous studies where static assessments of
MLA deformation did not correlate with deformation
during walking [3] and running [15]. Also, the addition of this task-dependent muscle activity appears to
have a greater effect on flexible foot arches than rigid
ones, indicated by trends seen in these data. Future
work on larger groups of participants comparing controlled laboratory loading tasks with functional postures is needed.
A few limitations of the present study must be
noted. Since the indwelling electrodes were invasive, the
small sample size is a limitation of the current study.
This also precluded us from conducting between-day
reliability of our outcome metrics. Previous work has
reported high between-day reliability for fine-wire
EMG metrics during gait [2], so we expected at least
as good reliability during our more static tasks. The
difference in the acting force vector on the foot location within the foot between conditions was, on average, 12% of foot length. Although this difference was
small, it was significant and must be noted in discussing limitations of this external loading task’s
functional use. In addition, there may be limitations to
defining NH in a single plane (sagittal). Analyzing
multi-planar motion of the navicular is more technically difficult, but may provide additional information
about how the MLA deforms. There may also be an
effect of sport participation on the foot’s response to
loading that was not analyzed here. Future studies
should include such a characterization of participants.
This finding of task dependency helps to explain previous studies where static assessments of MLA deformation did not correlate with deformation during
walking [3] and running [15]. Also, the addition of
this task-dependent muscle activity appears to have
a greater effect on flexible foot arches than rigid ones,
indicated by trends seen in these data. Therefore, there
is a clear interaction of task and MLA flexibility on
muscular control of the foot’s MLA.

5. Conclusions
During controlled external loading in healthy,
pain-free participants, greater MLA deformation was
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significantly associated with increased muscle activation of both intrinsic and extrinsic foot muscles. During
bilateral stance, there was greater activation of extrinsic muscles compared to during seated external loading, and there was no significant correlation between
MLA deformation and any muscle activations. This
indicates that controlled external load is a substantially different task compared to bilateral stance.
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